Post-Viewing Jigsaw Questions

**Group 1: Questions**
Ziad says he often gets questioned about what it means to be “American and Muslim.” Why do you think people ask him this question? What do you think he means in his response?

Kaitlyn mentions “a certain flag.” Which flag do you think she’s talking about? Can you relate to her experience? Do you agree with her opinion about it?

Benji discusses the American dream. What does the American dream mean to you? Do you feel like you and your family have been a part of it? Why or why not?

**Group 2: Questions**
Samuel says he thinks some American kids focus only on the differences between themselves and others. Do you agree? Where do you feel like you see this the most?

Charlie says she has felt scared over the past few months. Have you felt this way too?

**Group 3: Questions**
Cate says she believes that protest is a very American thing to do. Do you agree? Why or why not?

Queen pushes viewers to “uplift the voices that have been silenced.” Whose voices do you believe have been silenced?